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Karger Libri and
Lehmanns Media to
Cooperate in
Subscription Business
Transition
The subscription agency customers of Karger Libri have the option of a
smooth transition to Lehmanns Media.
S. Karger AG in Basel is to withdraw from the subscription agency business and
intends to close the Karger Libri, International Subscription Agency, at the end of
this year. The subscription agency customers of Karger Libri have the option of a
smooth transition to Lehmanns Media, as outlined in the cooperation agreement
between the two companies.
The publishing house Karger Publishers will continue its operations but will now
focus fully on its new strategic direction.
"We are pleased to have reached this agreement with Lehmanns Media, which we
believe is in the best interests of all parties involved, first and foremost our valued
customers," agree Gabriella Karger, Chairwoman of the Board of Directors at
Karger Publishers, and Gregor Bangert, Head of Karger Libri, International
Subscription Agency, and Manager, Research, Societies & Industry at Karger
Publishers.
Detlef Büttner, Managing Director of Lehmanns Media states, “The transition of
the subscription agency business to Lehmanns Media is an important step for us in
order to be able to continue to offer professional services even at times of major
transformations in scientific publishing.”

About Karger Publishers

Karger Publishers is a worldwide publisher of scientific and medical content based
in Basel, Switzerland. It is independent and family-led in the fourth generation by
Chairwoman and Publisher Gabriella Karger. Connecting and advancing health
sciences since 1890, Karger has been continuously evolving, keeping pace with
the current developments and shifts in research and publishing. The publishing
house is dedicated to serving the information needs of the scientific community,
clinicians, and patients with publications of high-quality content and services in
health sciences. Karger Publishers has 240 employees and is present in 15
countries around the globe.
For more information please visit karger.com
For more information about Lehmanns Media please visit lehmanns.ch
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